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Founder, consultant, coder, writer and speaker Gayle Laakmann McDowellGayle Laakmann McDowell in 2014BornGayle Laakmann1982 (age 37–38)[1]EducationEpiscopal Academy[2]Alma materUniversity of Pennsylvania (BSE, MSE)Wharton School (MBA)Known for coding interviewcracking science careerFieldsRecruitmentCoding interviewsComputerCareer
developmentSoftware engineeringInstitutionsAppleGoogleMicrosoftCareerCup Websitewww.gayle.com Gayle Laakmann McDowell (born 1982)[1] is a founder, software engineer and author. [3] He is known for his career development books Cracking the Coding Interview,[4] Cracking the PM Interview,[5] Cracking the Tech Career[6] and The Google Resume. [7] [8] [9] Education
McDowell studied at Episcopal Academy[2] and the University of Pennsylvania, where he was awarded a Master's degree in Engineering (BSE) and MSE in Computer Science in 2005. After working as a software engineer at Google, he grew tired of working for large companies and joined a small private equity-funded start-up as vice president of engineering (VP) before being
awarded a master's degree in business administration from the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. [3] McDowell later started his own company, CareerCup.com to help people prepare for interviews with technology companies. [3] Cracking the Coding Interview, first published in 2008, provides guidance on technical job interviews and contains solutions for coding
sample interview questions. [10] He has also published books on Cracking the PM Interview (for product managers: PM's),[5] and Cracking the Tech Career. [6] His work has been extensively covered in the press, including information from The New York Times,[11] The Guardian,[12] The Wall Street Journal,[13] USA Today,[14] U.S. News &amp; World Report, [15] and Fast
Company. [16] Awards and honors McDowell gave a graduation speech at the University of Pennsylvania School of Engineering and Applied Science in 2016. [17] [18] [19] References ^ a b Gayle Laakmann McDowell at the Library of Congressional Authorities ^ a b Laakmann McDowell, Gayle (2012). Technology – past, present, future. youtube.com. YouTube. ^ a b c Hess, Ken
(2012). Women in Tech: Gayle Laakmann McDowell shines outside stereotypes. zdnet.com ZDNet. Archived from the original 2019-12-31. ^ McDowell, Gayle Laakmann (2015). Breaking the coding interview : 189 programming questions and solutions (6th totu). Palo Alto, CA. ISBN 978-0-9847828-5-7. OCLC 913477191. ^ a b McDowell, Gayle Laakmann; Bavaro, Jackie (2013).
Breaking the Prime Minister's interview - how the product manager's job in technology. Palo Alto, CA. ISBN 0-9847828-1-8. OCLC 866799668. ^ a b Laakmann McDowell, Gayle (2014). Breaking Tech Career : Inside advice From Google, Microsoft, Apple, or any other A technology company. Hoboken, New Jersey: Wiley. ISBN 978-1-118-96809-3. OCLC 890441660. ^ Laakmann
McDowell, Gayle (2011). Google RESUME: How to prepare for a career and get a job at Apple, Microsoft, Google or any high-tech company. Wiley. ISBN 9780470927625. ^ Gayle Laakmann McDowell on Twitter ^ Gayle Laakmann McDowell on LinkedIn ^ Ravisankar, Vivek (2018). Gayle Laakmann McDowell is dismantling the engineering interview process... hackerrank.com
HackerRank. Archived from the original 2019-12-31. ^ Lu, Yiren (2014). Silicon Valley's youth problem. nytimes.com in the New York Times. ^ Holpuch, Amanda (October 3, 2012). How to pass a Google interview: breaking the myth of brain teasing. theguardian.com. London: The Guardian.CS1 maint: date and year (link) ^ Gellman, Lindsay (July 14, 2015). Employees who say
thank you, but no thanks to jobs, wsj.com. New York: The Wall Street Journal. ^ Swartz, Jon (2011). Jobs in the technology sector are booming as they were in 1999. usatoday.com. USA Today. ^ Smith-Barrow, Delece (2013). Start a business at B-school... usnews.com U.S. News &amp; World Report. ^ Porter, Jane (February 5, 2016). A former employee of Google, Apple and
Microsoft on how to manage a tech interview. fastcompany.com. ^ Gao, Laura (2017). Gayle McDowell writes code for writing books. thesign.al. Archived from original 2018-03-18. ^ Berger, Michele W. (2017). Unique, dynamic speakers attend Penn's 2016 graduation ceremonies: Penn Today. upenn.edu University of Pennsylvania. Archived from the original 2020-01-12. ^ Anon
(2016). Penn Engineering Masters 2016 Starting address: #SayYes. youtube.com. YouTube. gayle laakmann McDowell is a familiar name for anyone who has ever studied for a coding interview. McDowell is the author of best-selling books Breaking the Coding Interview, a guide to preparing for a coding interview. I have personally used this book for my coding interviews, it
definitely prepared me for my technical interviews last autumn! Photo Courtesy Gayle.com Coding interviews are much different from most other interviews. While other engineers may be asked overall questions about their study area or projects, software engineers must code to their interviewers on the spot, on a white board (or, in extreme cases, with a shared Google
document). These problems can vary depending on complexity, and interviewers often deliberately make their questions vague to assess whether a job seeker knows the right kind of clarification questions. If this interview process sounds terrible, I assure you it is! McDowell's book contains: as well as interview strategies to make the process a little less terrible. McDowell's coding
expertise coding expertise preparation comes directly from experience. He received a bachelor's degree in computer science and a master's degree from the University of Pennsylvania. During college, he trained at Microsoft and Apple and worked at Google after graduating. However, McDowell got tired of big tech companies and wanted to try something new, so he joined a
startup and got an MBA technique on entrepreneurship from Wharton School (Gayle McDowell LinkedIn Profile). He then started his own company, CareerCup.com, to help software engineers prepare for technical interviews. McDowell never saw his gender as an inhibitor of his success. Rather, he took advantage of it. She claims: Because [there aren't many women in
technology], people are more likely to remember you. You don't blend in, and that can make it easier to build a strong network (Hess). McDowell especially emphasizes the importance of helpfulness when networking, because if you want help from others , you need to be ready to help others (Hess) as well. McDowell also emphasizes the importance of strong communication for
the advancement of technical careers. He advises communication skills will separate you from the packaging... It allows you to effectively defend on behalf of yourself, your team or your company (Hess). In addition to being a very cool technical woman, McDowell is also a mother of two boys and an avid baker. Check out this great Lego cake he made for his son's birthday! Photo
from Facebook I leave you with McDowell's advice, which I think is relevant to students in all fields: you can't be afraid to go to an area you don't know much about – you have to be comfortable getting up to speed quickly in new and potentially scary areas. You must be a perfect and life-tolelong learner. The most important thing is to ask questions, be curious and learn from your
team. -McDowell, Gayle Laakmann, Breaking the Prime Minister's interview sources Gayle McDowell LinkedIn Profile. LinkedIn, www.linkedin.com/in/gaylemcd/. McDowell, Gayle Laakmann and Jackie Bavaro. Breaking the Prime Minister's interview: How to get a product manager's job in technology. CareerCup, LLC, 2014. Hess, Ken. Women in Technology: Gayle Laakmann
McDowell shines outside stereotypes. ZDNet, ZDNet, February 9, 2012, www.zdnet.com/article/women-in-tech-gayle-laakmann-mcdowell-excels-beyond-the-stereotypes/. Gayle Laakmann McDowell's interview expertise comes from extensive experience on both sides of the table. He has conducted Software Engineering interviews with And received offers from Microsoft,
Google, Amazon, Apple, IBM, Goldman Sachs, Capital IQ and several other companies. Of these top companies, he has worked at Microsoft, Apple and Google, where he gained an in-depth understanding of each company's hiring practices. The last time Gayle spent three years at Google as a software engineer was the company's main interviews. He interviewed more than 120
applicants in the United States and abroad and led much of the recruitment to his alma mate, the University of Pennsylvania. In addition, he served on Google's recruitment committee, where he reviewed each candidate's feedback and made hiring and hiring decisions. He evaluated more than 700 candidates in this position and evaluated hundreds of CVs. In 2005, Gayle founded
CareerCup.com bring plenty of experience to candidates around the world. CareerCup was launched as the first free interview forum and now offers a book, video and mock interviews. Gayle has a bachelor's degree in computer science from the University of Pennsylvania and an MBA from Wharton School. You can find him stalking him online at: Engineering interview training,
technical hiring (how to hire better applicants) and procurement coaching (such as interview coaching, but for acquisitions). More ›In companies, conferences, and more. The most popular discussions are (1) preparing for coding and product manager interviews (2) how to be a great technical interviewer, and (3) women on technical topics. Add ›Guest writing to various
publications.  Various side projects. Mentoring and business and group advice. Groups.
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